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November 30, 1979
PCGITICAL AND SOCIc&oGICAL ASPECTS OF
WILDLIFE DAMAGE CCNTROL

Walter E. Ward
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology
University of California.
Davis, California 95616

.

Dinner Speaker, Fourth Great Plains Wildlife Damage Control Workshop
Manhattan, Kansas, December 4-6, 1979

I greatly appreciate being invited to the 1979 Great Plains Wildlife
Damage Control~rkshop

- especially being your dinner speaker.

The climate

of public opinion developed frcm the ecology movement in the western world
1

implies that everything chemical is unnatural and bad, while anything
biological

is

intrinsically

desirable.

Vertebrate pest control faces a very

emotional climate, thanks to government actions and many organizations seeking
to profit fran keeping it that way.

Unfortunately

Americans

have

been

indoctrinated to think that the present vertebrate pest control methodology is
archaic and inhumane, that the field attracts those who are killers at heart,
and that mst of the tools being used should be banned.

I have accepted your

invitation because I want to try to put animal damage control in a rational
perspective.

We desperately need to develop a sensible enviromrital

the national con.sciousness,lto

ethic in

replace prevailing emotional and extremist views

being perpetuated for financial gain by too many conservation organizations.
wish that more of these organizations would follow the lead of the National

I
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Audubon Society and National Wildlife Federation in trying to state the issues
in the proper context rather than striving to inflame the issues further.
An important first step is to clarify the differences between management
and control of wildlife.

When a local population of a species is being

managed, the activity is undertaken primarily to improve that species' welfare.
When animals are controlled, the activity is done primarily to protect other
species or to prevent resource depredations or to benefit man in some other
WV*

P43st pest species never need to be "managed"; they are pests because they

have adapted too well to the habitats man has created.

It is important to

recognize that both management and control goals may adopt identical procedures
directed at animal populations.

For example, after clearcut logging, which

produces earlier stages in plant succession, foresters may want the deer season
and bag limits to be liberalized to protect forest seedlings;while the game
manager may want the same thing to prevent the deer fran becoming too abundant.
What may be a serious vertebrate pest to one person may be a highly desirable
animal or population to someone who is not personally affected.
It is canmonly stated that pests are present because man has upset the
balance of nature.

In fact, what has actually occurred is that these

vertebrates are classified as pests because they are canpeting with man or have
otherwise become an annoyance.

Control of vertebrate pests is needed solely

because man has encroached upon the environment to provide himself with food,
fiber, other resources, a desired lifestyle, or to avoid public-health
problems.

True, some wild animals may face a temporary problem whenever man

upsets the established balance of nature, briefly disrupting the cycle of
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.

renewal of life.

Nevertheless, animal damage control as now practiced in the

United States has no effect whatsoever on the basid flow of materials and
.

energy in an ecosystem; thus, vertebrate pest-control operations cannot destory
the vitality of biotic cQnmunities within man-modified ecosystems - as is too
often

alleged.

The presence or absence of predators, such as coyotes, which

are at the top of food pyramids, does not call for extreme conservation
measures to ensure normal biotic processes of a community. The organisms at
.
the base of the food chains, the primary producers, are much more significant
to the ecosystem.

New

biotic

adjustments, however, usually evolve rather

quickly and establish a new but different equilibrium. That is what the
.
balance of nature is all about.
Tb discuss wildlife harmony and stability in modified environments
requires an understanding of what is meant by the balance of 'nature, the
complex interplay of life (birth to death), which is neither stable nor humane.
Whenever man alters an ecosystem, it is almost inevitable that ecological
dislocates will result in what was formerly a well-balanced plant-animal
canmunity.

In the new habitats, sane individuals or sane populations may no

longer be able to live or exist harmoniously with either man or some of the
native

species.

Goping with depredations or other undesirable consequences of

these ecological dilocates often presents some agonizing tradeoffs that must be
faced to keep the new canmunity functioning in a desirable manner.
If other factors are got limiting, all vertebrate pest species that find
an altered habitat suitable will continue to grow in population density until
intraspecific factors prevent any further increase, i.e., until the
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individual's worst enemy becones members of its own species.

All animals must

go through the birth-life-cleath prmess, which seldom ends humanely.
Overpopulation of a vertebrate pest species usually means an accelerated rate
of

dispersals , acccxnpanied by high mortality, or die-affs from malnutrition,

starvation,

predation,

individuals

die

and

disease.

When this state is reached, most of the

prematurely, alld the number that end in suffering is much

greater than if the population density had been managed by man.
example.

Take an

During mrld War II, millions of lives were saved in some countries

by using DDT to control serious diseases such as malaria.

Tbday, in some of

those countries, those who ware saved now have a large number of children and the result is far more premature deaths than would have occurred had DM:
never been discovered.

Plague, rabies, and many other diseases periodically
.:
control local populations of vertebrates that have become too abundant. I f
humane societies and other organizations did not dispose of the massive nu&ers
of surplus pets, the result would be the same as occurs with some unchecked
wildlife populations in rrodified enviromnts.
Most enviromental issues are relatively irreversible, but animal damage
control is unique in that most pest populations will pranptly recover.

Pest

species are usually pests because they are so well adapted to existing
habitats.

Hence, such populations must be reduced to the lower portion of the

sigmoid (or S-shaped) population growth curve, because populations quickly
recover if reduced only to 'tie steep portion of the curve.
A main objective of wildlife damage control is to maintain species at
ppulation densities that prevent them from becoming pests.

For example,
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scattering a little poisoned grain along a ditch bank in the early spring can
control voles as a prophylactic measure if there has been a high winter
carryover.

This procedure is much better than waiting until the voles have

dispersed into the adjacent crops and built up to economic densities that
require broadcasting tons of poisoned bait.
Integrated pest management (IpM) is a term recently coined by
entomologists to build a better public image by incorporating nonchemical
.
control methods. The idea is not new, however. Vertebrate pest control has
always used IPM methods, such as sound and visual frightening devices,
biological

control,

repellents, barriers,

chenosterilants, and, as a last resort,
wildlife

habitat
chemical

manipulation,
.
toxicants. The message that

damage-control

experts need to get across politically, to avoid losing
"-.
out on government and state.funding in IPM, is that IPM of wildlife pests is an
essential compnent of managing most modified environments in a healthy manner
in perpetuity.

Cn a cost:benefit basis, vertebrate-control researchers have

far more to offer in this IPM field than does any other branch of biology,
because this area is so unresearched.

Since habitat modification deals with a

continuum of cwlex interactions that necessitate holistic analysis, basic
ecological research on wildlife pests currently involves attempts to analyze
the factors that regulate both productivity and stability in modified
ecological canmunities.
me reason for the inccease in urban vertet rzte pests is that modem man
has becone so antiseptic in his urban lifestyle that most vertebrate species
that ccme around his home are considered pests.

However, he may likely think
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the same species are highly desirable if they have no nuisance or econc3nic
effect on him personally.

Consider hameowners'who think farmers, foresters,

and range managers should not be allowed to control birds, rodents, coyotes,
and many other vertebrates that become economic pests in the modified
environments

of

agriculture.

Such homeowners must be hypocrites or badly

confused, since they probably try to exclude from their hcme area practically
all vertebrates except a few song birds.
It is difficult for some of us to understand why it is such a calamity if
.
a single individual of a nontarget species is accidentally destroyed in a
control

operation.

Consider those who are studying endangered species. They

often think nothing of sacrificing a number of individuals while developing
better live-trapping techniques or testing different doses of inmrobilizing
Is this sacrifice of the innocent more virtuous than the unavoidable
"1
(though regrettable) poisoning of a nontarget individual?

drugs.

This audience thoroughly understands the legitimate and often also
ecologically

desirable

-- need for controlling many kinds of vertebrates that

becane trouble- to man.

Even so, for the record, I shall provide a

California statistic on the subject.

Even with the use of toxicants such as

1080 and strychnine, agricultural losses to pests in California alone
conservatively exceed $100,000,000

a year.

It has been estimated that the use

of just two rcdenticides, 1080 and strychnine, prevents an additional loss of
about one-half billion dollars a year to California agriculture. Monetary
.
losses fran wildlife damage in the United States.are extensive and should be
better

documented.
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learned

I have

many important lessons in

my

12 United Nations (FAO,

PAHO/WHO) wildlife-control consultantships, tm F'ulbrights, and other
assigranents in many countries.

tie of the most important is that the first

premise in the control of any wild vertebrate species is to establish correct
administrative

structuring

the desired

objective

as

to

organizational

responsibilities

in the most environmentally

for

achieving

suitable way.

Since only government can mandate regulations governing private and public
activites that affect wildlife in the United States, it is paramount that
government's

responsibility

for

wildlife

damage

control

be

properly

structured.

@Ihe U.S. government's failure to do so is a direct cause of the
"sociomotionality" of the animal-control problms existing. today.
It is naive to think that the best organizational structure is to let the
.

U.S. Departint of the Interior have a MoNopaY on vertebrate.,pest control (the
U.S. Department of Agriculture now has some funds for predator control
research), thus barring any other branch of the government, including the
National Science Foundation, from research in this field of endeavor. If that
isn't disastrous enough, the political appointee (Assistant Secretary of the
Interior) responsible for protecting agriculture and the public from wild
animals is also the government official in charge of National Parks and Fish
and

Wildlife.

In this era of ecology, how could there be a greater conflict of

interest? Any political appointee with such controversial obligations will, of
course, quickly buckle under to the hordes of enviromntal lobbyists currently
in

Washington, D.C. as the Secretary of the Interior just did with predator

control.

And practically all of these conservation-ecology organizations, to
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maintain high membership (MONEY), are forced by the realities of life to be
against any lethal method of controlling vertebrate pests, especially the use
of poisons and leghold traps.
ecosystems, they must

Even at the cost of jeopardizing communities and

keep the "pot boiling'* by being ANTI rather than

rationally encouraging the development of more environmentally acceptable
alternative methods of pest control.

Any operation for the abatement of

wildlife damage is bound to create controversy between individuals,
associations,
and organizations interested in the protection, conservation, and
,
administration of wildlife and environmental quality, but look what happens:
!Ihe environmental lobbyists pounce on the tiniest straw that is out of place;
and, rather than try to correct it constructively, they ignite it in hopes of
creating a bonfire to make the public think a genuine holocaust is in the
making, so the public will donate more money.

.,

As to the political aspects of wildlife damage control, it is too bad that
members of Ciongress do not ask the right questions of government officials.
What has Executive &der 11643 of 8 February 1972 (Environmental Safeguards on
Activities for Animal Damage Control on Federal Land) accomplished other than
create expensive turmoil and put large numbers of woolgrowers out of business?
It did not provide an alternative solution to predator problems.
anti.

It was simply

It has not resolved the problem of vertebrate pests as it relates to

agricultural problems, and it has greatly increased the public-health hazards
of plague and rabies.

No sypporting

evidence was ever made available to

justify Executive Order 11643 and Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) PR
Notice 72-2 ban of predacides, except the Cain Report (Cain et al. 1972), which
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we all know was more dirty tricks (Howard 1973a, b, 1974).
tried by government propaganda, not by evidence-or logic.

The predacides were
The then Assistant

Secretary had 2,000 copies of the Cain Report distributed free. He correctly
guessed that he could fool the environmentalists, because at the front of the
report were 15 highly attractive remndations
read.

that said what they wanted to

He hew they tiuld not bother to read the whole 270~page report. ?he

trouble is, however, that those attractive reccsnme ndations are not supported in
the reprt (Howard 1972), and the authors of the Cain Report I have spoken to
deny having any input in these 15 bogus rem rkdations, either in their
preparation

or

approval.

An example of the unethical approaches to

environmental decision-making that occurred during the "coyotegate"

years of

the early 1970's is the gamesmanship concerning the Cain Report that was
orchestrated by a former employee of mine who was then in President
Nixon's
.*
Council of Environmental Quality. Dut telling this story +muld require a
lengthy

book.

It is popular to make disparaging remarks about the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), even though we all recognized at the time of its
creation that'there was a great need for the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA). E3y then, it had become apparent to all that mankind does live on a
spaceship

earth,

that

environmental

degradations

could

not

continue

indefinitely at current rates, and that more effective means of curbing these
environmental abuses ware needed immediately. Dut, as might be expected with
such a young organization, spawned during the "Watergate" years in
Washington,

D.C., there have been abuses.

It is unforunate that EPA often

*
I.
.

.
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plays an advocacy role and refuses to divulge the data used in attempts to
outlaw various canpounds.

Also, EPA does not provide industry with sufficient

lead time; the registration machinery and expense prevent industry fran ever
having a chance of recouping development and registration costs, so why should
industry try to introduce safer canpounds?

EPA is often unrealistic in the way

it evaluates the effect of a pesticide on nontarget species; the staff often
bases estimates of hazards on misuse of a chemical, not on proper use. EPA
doss not attempt to equate hazards with econmic losses and h-n health
benefits.

A "no-risk"

&.l.e-of-reason"

approach is not tenable for man-modified environments;

a

must draw the line between acceptable and unacceptable risk,

for sane risk is unavoidable in the control of vertebrate pests with toxicants.
Why has Congress been so apathetic about wildlife damage control? 'Iwo
good reasons:

Those who suffer losses are not organized wellSenough to put

pressure on Congress, and they have only the Denver Wildlife Research Center
(NFC) to turn to for information,

because of the Interior's monopoly on

vertebrate pest control.

Ihis is not to criticize the IMPC of the Fish and

Wildlife Service (F&WS).

In fact, the tWRC has excellent.research facilities,

including many of the nation's top wildlife biologists,

and it is the source of

most of the nation's research data concerning vertebrate pest control. What I
am very critical of is the federal structure concerning animal damage control,
and the. politics that prevent the F&WS fran becaning even more effective in the
area of wildlife damage control. The LMRC staff has the capabilities of
spreading realistic philosophies about wildlife damage control, since they have
the breadth of vision and the profundity of understanding to comprehend the

n
, .

i
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various

ecological

trade-offs

involved

with

control.

But they cannot speak

0
o

u

t

.

The need has long been felt for a strong national cooperative extension
program in wildlife conservation and wildlife damage control.

The public

educational needs are obvious. Pity don't we have one? A little history will
help.
Act.

The Land-Grant university concept was established in 1862 by the Moneill
In 1887 the Hatch Act added the agricultural experiment stations and made

available USDA research funds.

In 1914 the Smith-Lever Act created cooperative

extension in agriculture and hme econmics,
Survey of the USDA.

It 1924 the Clark-&Nary

to be admistered in the Biological
Act authorized the Forest

Service, and it also utilized cooperative extension.
In 1936 the Bureau of Biological Survey established the first cooperative
.

Wildlife Research Unit in L;md-Grant colleges, appointing I. T. Bode as the
first and only federal wildlife extension specialist% Unfortunately, before he
got the program really going he resigned, to becune first director of the newly
established Department.of Conservation in Missouri; and before his position
could be refilled, during those years of tight budget, the Biological Survey
was transferred, in 1939, to USDI, where it became what is now the Fish and
Wildlife Service. Cooperative Extension, however, is still in the USDA, and it
is next to impossible to get any cooperation between USDI and USDA: hence, no
strohg.viable

national cooperative extension program exists today in animal

damage (or even wildlife co;servation),

and there are only about eight trained

state animal-damage specialists in all of the U.S.A.

These few could easily be

absorbed advantageously in just one or two counties in California.
*one

was appointed O c t o b e r

1979

This is
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indeed sad, for there now is no pipeline to the states for information and
teaching materials frcm experts in the Fish and Wildlife
Service IMRC. Since
*
extension education is one of the most effective means of developing good
policies, it is no wonder that animal damage control is in such difficulty

The truthfulness of enviro~ntalists, and I call myself one, concerning
various aspects of animal damage control leaves much to be desired.

It is a

great mistake, and socially wrong in my judgment, for environmentalists to
falsely use the Endangered Species Act of 1973 to block or combat government or
\

business actions that will really do no harm to an endangered species.
Actually, most endangered animals are taxoncmical.ly just subspecies, not
species.

Similarly, we lose public trust and support for threatened wildlife

when we play the taxonanic game and describe a new subspecies just to block a
.L
daan or other development.
Also, it is a mistake to frighten the public into

V
.

thinking every species is indispensable. Why not be honest and tell the public
that even larger numbers of species could beccme extinct without affecting the
fate of the human race.

True, we want to preserve all species because that is

nrzally and aesthetically desirable.
enough to afford it.

Let us do so as long as we are affluent

Of course, it is tragic that the biosphere has lost so

many species in the past couple of centuries, but do you ever hear a zoologist
or ecologist proclaim how during this same period every continent in the mrld
has a&ired a much richer ,"d more diverse fauna, with many more species than
were found there 200 years ago? This is due, of course, to the great number of
8
intentional intruciuctions of exotics, pets, domestic animals, and escapes.
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Sane of these additions may not be desirable to everyone, but that goes for
native species as well. With tongue in cheek, I claim that the rat is the best
animal God created, for it is found almost everywhere and therefore enables me
to travel widely as a United Nations' consultant.
It is unfortunate that most conservation organizations must, for political
reasons, be so anti about toxicants that they are unable to compranise.

I have

known many farmers who would be happy to have more wildlife present and even
leye trees and weed patches for them, if conservationists did not make it so
difficult.

Since

most

of

the

conservation-environmental

organizations

must

refuse to condone any poisons in order to attract membership, THEY are the ones
forcing farmers to destroy desirable habitat throughout America.

Farmers

would

not have to practice clean farming if conservationists would allow regular
.

monitoring of small areas of wildlife habitat at the edge of fields for control
of vertebrate pests.

Then, whenever a species, e.g., voles, built up to the

point where they might later becane an economic problem in the.adjacent crop, a
small amount of toxic bait muld be scattered throughout the limited area of
infestation.

tiehow, we must find nonadversarial approached to these wildlife

damage-control

problems

if

sensible

environmental

mediation

is

to

materialize.

If someone wants a definition of "optimal conditions" for wildlife, it is
"an

undisturbed

ecosystem," and only under these conditions can it be said that

all animals are "living in harmony" with their environment.

In reality, this

"harmony" amounts to very tough going for every organism that is present. From
the viewpoint of humane husbandry, in no,way can organisms even in an
undisturbed (natural) environment be experiencing what could be called optimal
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animal-welfare

conditions.

tiern animal-damage control methods nearly always

treat animals more humanely than nature does.' WhenI an individual animal is
rtmoved fran a population in a control operation, its life.span is, of course,
shortened, but it very well may not suffer as much as if it died naturally.
EM what most people overlook is that we are not dealing just with individuals,
for they are each part of various canmunities.
husbandry

As in livestock and other

practices, the removal of some individuals may make it possible for

even greater numbers of young to survive and live healthier lives in that
.
camnunity.
Man, without doubt, can and does "husband" problerr+wildlife species
under far better husbandry and animal-welfare conditions in disturbed
environments than can nature.
Mankind, like some other species , can be highly territorial as far as
ownership of property is considered, claiming absolute dominion over any other
organism.

Ibe average Wwner, typical of this behavior, tolerates

practically no wildlife species, and certainly does not tolerate them with
equanimity.
Wfortunately, even though we need a sensitive insight into the total
sphere of life to understand wildlife damage control, too many ecoactivists
seen only to seek a personal power base, without real dedication to the welfare
of the environment - though that is the image they wish to convey. Rxsonal
affluence permits grandiose wildlife-preservation ideals if the action costs
you

nothing

In the face of social depredation, however, the
.
foundations for the best designed species-preservation structure are soon

eroded.

personally.
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Wildlife's welfare is related directly tq the current socioeconomic

situation, tiich has much to do with the preservation of habitats. Decisions
on the protection of a species in jeopardy are strongly influenced by the
aesthetic,

economic,

and

recognizable

ecological

significance

of

the

population

in question.

Immediate economic gains are a powerful, selfish magnet which

holds

political

greater

appeal

for

conservation

organizations

than do the usual, unquantifiable long-term ecological gains.
like animals in the "struggle

for

and

governments

People behave

existence" in the balance of nature, and,

unless quite economically secure, people rarely spend much energy or funds to
help wildlife for pure ethical considerations.
.

Tbe Third World's struggle to

escape fran starvation and poverty and its desire for rapid'econmic
development are not compatible with the tenets w like to ascribe to wildlife.
Many, including myself, have frequently stated that a religious ethic is
needed regarding the rights of animals. !Ihat is hard to sort out, however.
For example, I notice that there are numerous kinds of religion, yet each seems
to do much the same for its respective followers.

Instead of a zealous

"protectionist ethic" which is unsound biologically, as exemplified by the
balance of nature, what is needed is a better "conservation or wildlife-control
and management ethic."
I do not accept the tenet that if animals are useful to us, they exist

only for us.

Animals were not made just for us.

Albert Schweitzer said that

one should accept responsibility for all creatures great and small, and pointed
out that even though life becanes harder for us when we live for others, it
also becanes richer and happier.

But what most people leave out of this remark
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is the implication of personal sacrifice.

FQst American environmentalists are

quick to defend themselves from any animal-caused hardships'and do not make
real personal sacrifices in behalf of wildlife. However, such individuals
ccsmonly think others should make sacrifices for animals, as if going to church
on Sunday legalizes their sinning the rest of the week. We all scream about
our high taxes, but who offers to give up a single amenity they like? Modern
philosophical concepts about wildlife have culminated in the Endangered Species
Act of 1973, which recognizes that people must not jeopardize the continued
existence of any species or subspecies, but the Act leaves the door wide open,
as I think it should, for reasonable uses and rational control of wildlife.
Since man infringes on nature, this relationship is entwinW'with'+@my~ : ,~ , ,:,
dimensions.

L

How can anyone with a clear conscience say that d?.M&ticated animals do
not have to be protected from predators such as coyotes. Man has a moral and
\,
ethical responsibility, in ecosystems he has modified, to prevent coyotes frun
h,
disemboweling sheep, which, through his danrestication, have lost most of their
innate capabilities to escape frcm predators.

Each year I have a Qe-good-tc)-

coyotes day" for one of my classes.

It is shocking to the students tp witness
1,
nature in the raw, to see how this predator grabs the throat of a sheep, holds
on until the prey drops from suffocation, and then proceeds to eat the-entrails
of the still-alive sheep.

Ihe way man harvest or crops wildlife in control

operations is far more humane than nature, for the natural environment is never
canposed of multifauna cunmunities living in peace.
If people are going to rationalize about the humaneness of animal control,

I
I;

'.

6
s
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they must consider the whole environmental recycling system, not just the
.
manentary welfare of some particular individual or ppulation.

Unless a number

of species of vertebrates have already been eliminated locally, any marked
habitat change by man's activity will require various degrees of animal
control, if there is any desire to establish the most suitable and harmonious
intra-

and

interspecific

wildlife

relationships.

!lhe balance-of-nature system,

i.e., survival of the fittest, always results in some sort of new equilibrium
A

inqchangedhabitat.

'Ihe trouble is that the new balance is generally not

what paople with empathy for wildlife generally want.
changed by man -- through
ignore

vertebrate

Qlce a habitat has been

agriculture, industry, or settlement by people - to

pest-control

measures

necessary

for

maintaining

certain

species in a desirable but unnatural balance is to invite further disharmony of
P

our

wildlife

heritage.

In fact, MAN HAS A MORAL CBLICATION lQ,MANAGE
NA!lIJRE
.I

ONCE HE DISRJPI'S IT AND HE HIMSFLF REMAINS.
In conclusion, those of you who are experienced in wildlife damage control
can take great pride and honestly claim that you have preserved more nontarget
species, done more toward restoring a healthier ecosystem, and practiced better
wildlife husbandry in disturbed environments than has been acccnnplished by many
conservation-environmental

organizations

with

millions

of

dollars.

They waste

their energy and money by playing an advocacy role and promoting anticontrol
propaganda to raise more money for advocacy, instead of working toward
alternative solutions to wil@ife damage problems, whereas you demonstrate
genuine canpassion for all living organisms by your research for better
solutions.

Wildlife damage control is an integral part of life, and it helps
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establish true harmony between man and nature.
including

7he role of a predator,

man, is vital in the harmonious functioning of animal ccxnnunities.

Actually, those of you in wildlife damage control probably understand the
ecology of vertebrate control, the brutality and cruelty of nature, better than
most

ecologists,

wildlifers,

or

zoologists; thus, you are more of a patron

saint of wildlife conservation than the idealistic environmentalists.

Since

nature's way in envirorrnents modified by man is neither rational nor ethical, I
find ,that it is actually those involved in animal damage control who are
working the hardest to establish morality in the role of man in nature.
you agree?

Don't
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